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While it would be most convenient if genomes could be sequenced from the first 
nucleotide of a chromosome to the last, we do not yet have the technology to do so. As such, 
our current methods of sequencing rely upon sequencing numerous overlapping fragments of a 
target genome, and then re-assembling the genome from these fragments. Unfortunately this 
task is easier said than done. While there are certainly numerous roadblocks, complications, 
and issues that contribute to making genome sequencing a difficult task, this project is primarily 
focused on only one part of the process. Specifically this project is concerned with the question 
of how to go from reads of DNA to a fully sequenced genome. This is not exactly a biological 
question, as it’s answer does not reveal or help us understand any biological processes. 
However its answer allows us to sequence genomes, and genomic DNA sequences have many 
applications and uses within biological research.    

Before the computational problem version of this question is addressed, we must first 
set some rules. Firstly, we will assume that all DNA reads are of the same length, allowing us to 
assume that all reads are k-mers for some value of k(Compeau, P., & Pevzner, P. (2015). Next 
we assume that all reads come from the same strand, contain no errors, and that our reads 
have what is known as “Perfect coverage”( Compeau, P., & Pevzner, P. (2015). Perfect coverage 
refers to the idea that ever k-mer substring of the genome is generated as one of our 
reads(Compeau, P., & Pevzner, P. (2015). Given these assumptions, our computational problem 
can be formulated as follows: 

String reconstruction problem: 
Reconstruct a string from its k-mer compisition. 
Input: an integer k and a collection of Patterns of k-mers 
Output: a string Text with k-mer composition equal to patterns(if such a string exists) 

Where, the string is our fully assembled genome, and the collection of patterns of k-mers is our 
collection of DNA reads. Please note that this formulation and its assumptions are from 
Bioinformatics algorithms: An active learning approach, written by Compeau, P., & Pevzner. 
Solving this problems is still not yet exactly straightforward. However, this problem can be 
simplified to finding a path in a de Brujin graph that visits every edge exactly once. A path that 
does this is known as a Eularian path. A Eularian path can be turned into a Eularian cycle by 
adding an edge from the final node in the path to the first node in the path. The code I wrote is 
meant to address the Eularian cycle problem, in which a graph is given, and the output is an 
Eularian cycle in this graph if one exists, if it does this Eularian cycle is our assembled genome 
(Compeau, P., & Pevzner, P.).  

I based my code to determine the Eularian cycle upon psudo code within Bioinformatics 
algorithms: An active learning approach, written by Compeau, P., & Pevzner. However I found 
the psudo provided a little inadequate to fully describe the solution, so I have written out my 
own that describes my solution. Before I show that psudo code, I must note, that in addition to 
writing a code to determine a Eularian cycle, I also wrote code that simply finds a cycle within a 



graph, and returns that cycle along with the graph, I named this function cycleFinder, and I used 
it in my Eularian cycle function. 
 
EularianCycle(graph, first_node) 
 

Create a cycle using cycleFinder(which walks through unexplored edges randomly within 
a given graph), and the given starting node. 
 

 While there are still unexplored edges within our Graph 
Randomly choose a node within our original cycle, determine if it has unexplored 
edges, If not, choose a new node until we have one with unexplored edges. 
 
Use the new node with unexplored edges as the first_node input to cycleFinder 
to make a new cycle named cycle’ 
 
Pop out the chosen starting node from our original cycle, and then insert cycle’ 
in its place 
 
Update the number of unexplored edges 
 

 Convert our cycle of nodes, into a cycle of edges 
 Return NodesCycle, and EdgesCycle  
 
Link to my final project repl: https://repl.it/@owenss/Final-Project 
Edit link to my final project repl: https://repl.it/join/mvhiinlt-owenss 
 
DNA: TAATGCCATGGGATGTT 

This sequence of DNA was used for our 7th lab in the class, where we used a built in NetworkX 
function to determine a Eularian cycle through the de Brujin graph that resulted from the 3-mer 
list form of that sequence. Using the built in Eularian cycle function, two different paths were 
possible results: 
1:[['TA', 'AA'], ['AA', 'AT'], ['AT', 'TG'], ['TG', 'GG'], ['GG', 'GG'], ['GG', 'GA'], ['GA', 'AT'], ['AT', 'TG'], 
['TG', 'GC'], ['GC', 'CC'], ['CC', 'CA'], ['CA', 'AT'], ['AT', 'TG'], ['TG', 'GT'], ['GT', 'TT'], ['TT', 'TA']] 
2: [['TA', 'AA'], ['AA', 'AT'], ['AT', 'TG'], ['TG', 'GC'], ['GC', 'CC'], ['CC', 'CA'], ['CA', 'AT'], ['AT', 'TG'], 
['TG', 'GG'], ['GG', 'GG'], ['GG', 'GA'], ['GA', 'AT'], ['AT', 'TG'], ['TG', 'GT'], ['GT', 'TT'], ['TT', 'TA']] 
 
In lab 7 we also wrote code to assemble a Eularian path into a genomic sequence. Using the 
assembly function I wrote for lab 7 on the two paths, the following genomic sequences were 
the results: 
1: TAATGGGATGCCATGTT 
2: TAATGCCATGGGATGTT 
The output of my function was the Eularian cycle through this graph, both in the form of nodes 
and in the form of edges. When the same graph given to the built in NetworkX  eularian cycle 



finding function was given to my function, it produced two Eularian cycle paths, shown below 
are the paths in edge form: 
1:[['TA', 'AA'], ['AA', 'AT'], ['AT', 'TG'], ['TG', 'GG'], ['GG', 'GG'], ['GG', 'GA'], ['GA', 'AT'], ['AT', 'TG'], 
['TG', 'GC'], ['GC', 'CC'], ['CC', 'CA'], ['CA', 'AT'], ['AT', 'TG'], ['TG', 'GT'], ['GT', 'TT'], ['TT', 'TA']] 
2: [['TA', 'AA'], ['AA', 'AT'], ['AT', 'TG'], ['TG', 'GC'], ['GC', 'CC'], ['CC', 'CA'], ['CA', 'AT'], ['AT', 'TG'], 
['TG', 'GG'], ['GG', 'GG'], ['GG', 'GA'], ['GA', 'AT'], ['AT', 'TG'], ['TG', 'GT'], ['GT', 'TT'], ['TT', 'TA']] 
 
I then fed these paths into my assemble function, and got the following two genomic 
sequences: 
1: TAATGGGATGCCATGTT 
2: TAATGCCATGGGATGTT 
 

Based off of these results I believe my EularianCycle() function does indeed work as 
intended. I say this because all the Eularian cycle paths match between the built in function and 
the one I wrote, along with all the reconstructed genomic sequences. In addition one of the 
sequences is indeed the starting genomic sequence. That being said, It would probably be 
wisest to test it on some more sequences just to make sure that it getting the correct results in 
this case is not a fluke. 
 
 
I am ok with my report being posted on the course webpage 
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